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NOBMA Annual General Meeting January 16, 2017 

Legion Hall, Elk Lake Ontario 

Minutes  

11:00 am Mickey Major opened the meeting welcoming everyone to NOBMA’s first Annual General 
Meeting. 32 people signed in at the meeting not including the executive.  Mickey introduced the 
executive and introduced Ray Durham as the new Vice President following Gary Couillard’s resignation. 
Mickey also introduced Rob Stack as our meeting facilitator. 

Mickey welcomed our MPP guests,  

John Vanthof (Timiskaming – Cochrane) who welcomed everyone to Elk Lake.  

 Gilles Bisson (Timmins James Bay) stated that all of the MPP’s have outfitters in their riding and 
recognize the problems with the allocation process and all have nuisance bear issues.   

France Gelinas (Nickel Belt) sympathizes with outfitters and recognizes that it is tough to run a small 
business when government makes decisions affecting your business based on thin air.  She assured the 
group that they all will push to endure that NOBMA has a seat at the table with MNRF. 

Mike Mantha  (Algoma-Manitoulin) who has nuisance bear issues throughout his riding and is here to 
listen and learn so he can help.  

Mickey also welcomed Dan Whelan representing FONOM and Temiskaming Municipal Association.  Dan 
stated that there are 106 Municipalities in Northern Ontario, all have bear hunts and all have nuisance 
bear issues.  He would like to work with NOBMA to solve problems collectively. 

Mickey introduced Laurie Marcil representing NOTO.  Laurie told the group that the bear hunt allocation 
process has been a tremendous amount of work for NOTO and agreed that the present system is not a 
good one.  She is here to listen to the group and learn what the issues are see what NOTO can do to help 
and bring to the government. 

Mickey stated that OMBAAC had been invited but were unable to attend. 

Each of the outfitters present introduced themselves to the group. 

Mickey looked after some housekeeping issues. 

Ray Durham read the minutes from the first meeting August 3, 2016 and the minutes were adopted. 

Mickey explained that the constitution that was circulated had two errors.  The original version of the 
constitution was not saved so many of the changes were not captured.   
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Article 2.c.  Should read “Ensure sustainable black bear populations across the Northeast Region and the 
ecosystems on which they rely for the continuous provision of ecological, cultural, economic and social 
benefits”. 

Article 6.4 b) should read “Three directors shall be elected for a term of two years at every Annual 
General Meeting of the Members (AGM) starting January 15, 2018, but if new Directors are not elected 
thereat, the Directors then in office may continue. Retiring Directors shall be eligible for re-election. The 
election may be a show of hands or by resolution of the members. 

Mickey Introduced the MNRF Guests 

Deb Weedon, Manager Regional Resources Section, Northeast Region  

Peter Davis, Regional Biologist, Northeast Region 

Lisa Keeble, Regional Planning Ecologist, Northeast Region 

Deb Weedon explained that the spring bear hunt was a pilot project and the objectives of the project 
were to lessen human-bear conflicts and to support economic growth and tourism in Northern and 
Central Ontario.  She realized that in the future there has to be an approach that involves all 
stakeholders.  She pointed out that this year you will not have fewer opportunities than you had in years 
leading up to the pilot as pointed out in Minister McGarry’s letter. She then went on to explain the 
allocation process used in 2017 as outlined in our letters received from our District offices.  She asked 
that all outfitters provide their spring hunt harvest #’s as soon as possible so that fall allocations can be 
calculated. Deb introduced Peter Davis who will give a presentation on current Black Bear Management 
practices.  A copy of his presentation has been provided to NOBMA. 

Peter Davis presentation highlights: 

 Black Bears are more susceptible to overharvest than other big game species. 

 Guiding Principals #3 and # 11 in Framework for Enhanced Black Bear Management stressed. 
o 3. Black Bear Populations and associated sustainable harvest levels vary according to 

landscape productivity and may influence predator/prey relationships. 
o 11. Economic benefits associated with black bear harvest are predicated on a 

sustainable black bear population. 

 Following the Black Bear Populations and Harvest Management Manual the maximum human 
caused mortality rates (hunting, trapping, road kills, nuisance kills) for the Boreal Region is 5% 
and Great Lakes St. Lawrence is 8%. Higher rates will mean that the harvest will have to be 
reduced. 

 Black bear population in Ontario is estimated to be 85,000 to 105,000 animals  

 Black Bear Harvest Planning uses 3 year running average of harvest by both resident and non- 
resident hunters 

 Slide 12  shows only 2015 Mortality Rates not trend through time rates, seems to be an anomaly 
see slide 18 harvest rates 
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 Black Bear Food Availability, Boreal Forest productivity cycles every 3 years in the Boreal Forest 
sows may give birth once every three years, 

 Hunter numbers, pre 1999 73% of hunters were N/R,  prior to 2014 58% N/R 42% res, 2015 41% 
N/R and 59% resident 

 Target harvest should not be more than 40% female with not more than 20% being adult 
females. NER rates have been at or around these rates since 1987. See slide 25  

Questions from the floor for Peter Davis 

Richard Watson: Keeping unallocated BMA’s as buffers doesn’t make sense. 

Texas MacDonald: Has N/R declined or Res increased.  A: a bit of both definitely an increase in resident 
hunters once the resident spring hunt pilot was introduced. 

Gilles Bisson: is increase in resident bear licence sales due to the lack of moose tags. A: it could be a 
factor 

Unknown:  Why are you limiting/controlling economic growth by only limiting the number of N/R 
hunters? A: we don’t have the ability to control resident hunters. MNRF did bring in the spring hunt for 
N/R to help. 

Unknown: If MNRF is going to effectively manage bears they need to manage both resident and non-
resident hunters. 

Mike Beauparlant: How was the 105,000 estimate calculated?  A: Barbed wire trap studies. 

Gary Couillard: Is it fair to say that trend through time data shows that the population has not changed 
much in the past 20 years? A: Perhaps ( Deb Weedon) 

Doug Wyszynski:  The current allocations don’t reflect the data you have presented as they are not 
based on science. The current allocation methods being used reward outfitters who have been 
overharvesting and punish outfitters who have new areas or were not busy during the allocation years. 

Mickey had two written questions that were answered by Deb Weedon. 

Will NOBMA be part of the consultation process in the future? A: Yes 

Will MNRF allow sharing of tags between outfitters? A: Perhaps, call me to talk about specifics. 

Gilles Bisson:  Will NOBMA be part of OMBAAC? A: No but NOBMA will be consulted as a group. 

LUNCH BREAK 

1:15 Meeting Resumed. 

Review the 5 NOBMA issues identified in 2016 and their proposed solutions 
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1.  Allocation of form 33’s for 2017 and beyond. 

Mickey told the group that the MNRF Regional Director had said that this year’s (2017) allocation 
process was strictly an administrative process similar to 2016. 

Texas MacDonald: Feels that the 2017 numbers should be good for 2018.  From a business perspective 
we need to know the 2018 numbers before the 2017 hunt.  Many customers want to leave deposits for 
the 2018 hunt when their 2017 hunt is over. 

Gilles Bisson: Asked for clarification on point 2 “Revert to previous methods for allocating form 33’s until 
there is a mutually agreed upon approach in place” A: Let the BMA holders determine how many form 
33’s they need. 

2. Non-licenced resident outfitters.  Mickey told the group that this is a large issue in the NER.  The 
issue is resident hunters guiding other resident hunters on Crown land.  Often in allocated 
BMA’s and interfering with NOBMA members baits and hunts. 

3. Non-Resident property owners. 

Texas McDonald: Non-resident property owners get 1 form 33 for property, and they can hunt 
anywhere in the WMU. Sometimes he gets business as they want to bring up friends and they get their 
forms from him. 

Ray Durham: Non-resident property owners can get a form 33 for as little as 5 acres of land.  MNRF is 
severely restricting licenced BMA holders and they need thousands of acres for one form 33.  Allowing 
non-resident property owners to get form 33’s brings no economic benefit to the people of Ontario. 

4. OMBAAC.  Mickey explained that Minister McGarry had told NOBMA that MNRF had consulted 
with OMBAAC and NOTO for input on the allocations.  NOBMA requested the minutes from 
OMBAAC meetings for the last XX years.  In reviewing the minutes it is evident that OMBAAC 
does not spend any time on bear issues. 

Laurie Marcil from NOTO said that the committee has two OFAH members and one NOTO member 
and one vacant seat at the moment.  The majority of the time is spent with MNRF “telling them” 
what it is going to be.  The committee feels useless, not like it used to be when they had genuine 
input. 

5.  Implementation of new baiting regulations.   

Mickey reviewed the issues.  

Gilles Bisson: Are there currently any limits on resident hunters baiting areas and number of baits they 
are allowed. A: There are currently no limits. 

After the review of the issues and NOBMA proposed solutions the MPP guests excused themselves as 
they had other commitments that day. 
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Trevor Spooner:  Number one is the primary issue, the allocation of form 33’s for 2017 and beyond.  
Without a reliable allocation process the rest don’t matter. We have to figure that out. 

Richard Watson: Maybe we should gather information on BMA area and allocations.  A: Mickey. That is 
what we are attempting to do with our bear hunt questionnaire that was mailed to all. Please take the 
time to fill it out and get it back to us. 

Texas MacDonald: We need to know how many form 33’s we are going to get in 2018 now.  He suggests 
that the 2017 allocation apply to 2018 as well.  He also told the group that in his area the spring hunt is 
80 to 85% male bears taken and in the fall the harvest can consist of up to 60% females. 

Ray Durham agreed and has statistics that confirm what Texas is saying , Ray indicated when he first 
started he ran both a spring and fall hunt but after the first two years of operation offered spring hunts 
only due to the higher harvest rates for females in the fall.  

Roxann Lynn agrees and also has data that shows the same thing. 

NOTE: The above outfitters have operated pre 1999 and have intimate knowledge of their areas and 
spring vs. fall harvest numbers. 

Richard Watson has concerns about land based allocations.   

Discussions regarding 2017 Priorities. 

Trevor Spooner feels that MNRF should be embarrassed.  They have no accurate/up to date population 
density and no accurate and up to date harvest data.  They are trying to base allocations on flawed data 
and that they should not try to allocate form 33’s using incomplete out of date data. 

Mickey explained that NOBMA has offered to help gather data.  We realize that MNRF is understaffed 
and as BMA operators we are willing to help gather new accurate data on a volunteer basis.  MNRF has 
refused our offer.   

Norm Koch stated that the agricultural community is not getting properly compensated for crop damage 
caused by bears.  “Shoot, shovel and shut up” is the way bears are being controlled and that does not 
help the bear population or the farmers.  The agricultural community would be willing to send a letter 
supporting NOBMA to Minister McGarry .  He asked if farmers could call BMA operators for help.  It was 
explained that the operators can only hunt private property with  landowner consent within their 
licenced area and that the seasons would have to be followed and of course the operator would need to 
have enough form 33’s and customers to cover the harvest. 

Mike Beauparlant feels that if area is going to be a factor it should cover all lands private and Crown 
within the BMA boundaries regardless of whether the private property is signed up or not.  It still is bear 
habitat and should be included in area based allocations if that’s the way they are going.  He also feels 
that “buffer areas” are not needed and all areas should be allocated.  He has been in operation since 
BMA’s were introduced and the bear populations in his areas seem to be increasing.  The numbers of 
bear sightings by his clients is way up. 
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Lorie Marcil from NOTO said that MNRF is embarrassed by the process.  The data used in the graphs is 
from 2008 and MNRF needs to have more up to date studies on bears and bear populations. She said 
that she heard that the State of Maine has done good work in determining accurate bear numbers.  
MNRF needs to work with the outfitters more.  Deputy Ministers and Assistant Deputy Ministers are the 
people that need to be convinced.  In MNRF the Northeast Regional Bio looks after moose for the 
province and the Northwest Regional Bio looks after bears.  NOTO has been dealing with the Regional 
Director from the NWR since the fall of 2016. 

Mickey asked that we start to talk about Problems and Solutions that we can take to the Minister. 

Terry Petznick said that he knows Peter Davis is a numbers guy and that if we want to talk with him we 
have to talk numbers. 

Mickey commented that the numbers MNRF are using for agricultural community nuisance harvest are 
not accurate, very few of the bears killed by farmers are reported.  Also that Peter Davis mentioned at 
the beginning of his presentation about work that had been done on Grizzly Bears, there have been lots 
of studies done on Grizzly but they should not be applied to Black Bears. 

Texas MacDonald stated that if MNRF wants information they should talk to the people that know 
bears, the outfitters.  He feels that any outfitter that has been in business for over 20 years obviously 
has been doing something right and they can provide valuable input and data. 

Mike Beauparlant suggested that NOBMA hire a consultant to review Peter’s data and to look at the 
information from Maine. 

Dennis Schwehr told the group that the trappers on Manitoulin Island did that but the MNRF wouldn’t 
accept the data. 

Mickey stated that at this time politics are driving Black Bear issues so we need to get politics on our 
side. 

Trevor Spooner feels that we need to let politicians know that we are small businesses that bring 
economic value to Ontario and we should promote the business side of our issue. 

 Lorie Marcil from NOTO agreed saying that non-resident hunters bring “brand new money” into 
Ontario. 

Richard Watson feels that we should let MNRF know that there are credibility issues with their numbers 
and their ability to properly manage big game populations.  All we have to do is point out what has 
happened to the moose population in Ontario and all the promises about population numbers and 
hunting opportunities broken.  He also feels that we should be cautious about using area as a basis for 
allocation. 

Lorie Marcil from NOTO stated that the industry doesn’t like the data and we need to push MNRF for 
new data particularly within the NER and we need to push now. 
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Texas MacDonald  stated that we need to send a letter to the Minister in response to her letter to all 
outfitters where she stated that “ “Specifically this will mean that you will not receive fewer hunting 
opportunities than you had in years leading up to the pilot”.  We can provide examples where outfitters 
are not getting as many form 33’s as they were prior to the start of the pilot. 

Dan Whelan FONOM told the group that we need to pick an approach and that everybody needs to 
focus on that approach.  Trying to do too many things at once will not be to our advantage.  He also 
suggested that we do not attack their data and that it would be better to ask them to prove their data to 
us.  We do not have data of our own that can be used to attack their data.  

Mickey thanked Dan and told him that we will need support from FONOM and the agricultural 
community to be successful. 

Mickey shifted the focus to membership and dues.  We need to come up with a yearly membership fee 
that will give the executive a budget to cover out of pocket expenses.  It will also help prove 
membership numbers when they are paying members.  At this time we really don’t know who is a 
member.   

Texas MacDonald suggested that we amend the constitution to show that membership is from January 
31 to January 31 the following year instead of January 1 to December 31 the way it is written.  This way 
any persons at the AGM would be paid up members and be eligible to vote.   

Unknown asked how many persons’ are interested in being a member and Mickey stated that currently 
it could be anywhere between 50 and 200.  We are currently actively seeking new members and getting 
more complete information from our FOI request regarding BMA holders in the NER. 

Someone suggested that $50.00 should be considered while another (Texas MacDonald) thought $20.00 
should be considered so the cost won’t prohibit membership. 

There was a discussion on membership and qualification for a director.  Mickey reviewed the 
membership criteria as laid out in the Constitution and also pointed out that it said only one director 
allowed per BMA licence. 

Mike Beauparlant asked NOTO for their help finding new members as they may have members that we 
have not contacted yet. 

There was some discussion about having an individual membership verses allowing a family membership 
and it was decided to stay with individual memberships. 

Doug Wyszynski moved that we have a $25.00 per person membership fee.  The motion was seconded 
by Dennis Schwehr and was passed unanimously.  

3:30 pm: There was no new business so the meeting was adjourned. 

Ray Durham and Andy Sopchyshyn accepted payment and issued receipts for 2017 membership.  They 
also accepted completed questionnaires.  
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